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Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 279 x 216 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.History is created by two opposing forces;
good, creates; evil; destroys. Jews are made in the image of The Lord, and create all civilizations;
Homo-sapiens, when they are given the opportunity to behave in accordance with their nature, are
responsible for the fall of all civilizations. Hegel describes history as consisting of two elements; a
thesis, and anti-thesis; like the pendulum of a clock, the thesis moves in one direction, and the anti-
thesis moves in the other. To make an analogy, what this means in terms of technology, is that Jews
develop technology that constructs a car, and travel forward in it, then abandon the vehicle. Homo-
sapiens then hop in the car, and travel in the opposite direction, and due to driving recklessly they
abandon the car once it stops working. Jews come across the wrecked vehicle, and develop
technology that enables it to function, and travel forward again. Once Jews leave the vehicle,
Homo-sapiens do exactly what they did before; causing more mayhem to the car, and
environment; however, destruction isn t caused by the mishandling of...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is really gripping and fascinating. Of course, it is actually play, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. You will not feel monotony at
anytime of the time (that's what catalogs are for about if you request me).
-- Delber t Glea son-- Delber t Glea son

Most of these pdf is the ideal pdf available. It is definitely basic but shocks within the 50 percent of your book. I am just easily could get a delight of reading
through a written book.
-- Ja ny Cr ist-- Ja ny Cr ist
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